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Purpose and Need for Action 
The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is proposing to stabilize eroding shoreline using rock 
riprap on Watts Bar Reservoir in order to address severe erosion and undercutting of the 
shoreline.  
 
TVA is responsible for the management of public shoreline on Watts Bar Reservoir and for 
the protection of shoreline and aquatic resources, while providing reasonable public access. 
The proposal is intended to minimize the destabilization and erosion of the shoreline and 
banks. Controlling erosion enhances water quality by reducing sedimentation; it improves 
aesthetics and reduces property loss; and it has a positive impact on aquatic habitat since 
silt from erosion can cover the graveled bottom where fish spawn. The proposal supports 
and is consistent with TVA’s mission of environmental stewardship, the objectives for water 
resource management in the 2011 Natural Resources Plan (NRP), and TVA’s management 
goals set forth in the 2009 TVA Watts Bar Reservoir Land Management Plan (RLMP).  

Proposed Action 
The proposed stabilization project would consist of placing rock riprap along 250 linear feet 
of shoreline on Watts Bar Reservoir, Tennessee River Mile 548.2 in Roane County, 
Tennessee. Rock riprap of sufficient size (13-25 inches in diameter) will be installed from 
the toe (two feet below normal pool) to the top of the eroding bank (745 feet mean sea 
level). Delivery and placement of the riprap will be conducted by barge, and filter fabric will 
be applied where practical. The project location map is included in Attachment 1. 

Photographs of the area below the shoreline depict nearly vertical cutbanks. The banks are 
covered with limited grass, forbs, and brush vegetation.  Photographs of the area are 
included in Attachment 3.  Disturbed ground not covered by existing shoreline buffer 
plantings will be seeded and/or planted utilizing woody and herbaceous plants.  The 
shoreline stabilization plan can be found in Attachment 2. TVA proposes to conduct the 
work in the spring of 2019 and estimates the work would be completed in less than one 
month.  In the future, the riprap installation may periodically require routine, minor 
maintenance (i.e., the addition of rock riprap at locations where sloughing has occurred). 

Riprap is considered fill material and is therefore subject to Sections 401 and 404 of the 
Clean Water Act (CWA).  Before implementing the project, TVA must obtain an Aquatic 
Resource Alteration Permit (ARAP) from the State of Tennessee, Department of 
Environment and Conservation (TDEC), under Section 401.  TVA must also gain approval 
for the project from the U.S. Department of Army, Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), 
under Section 404.  This project qualifies for USACE’s Nationwide Permit for Bank 
Stabilization (NWP-13).  Such approval is required when the waters of the United States 
(U.S.) could be altered by a project. 

TVA is also considering taking no action (i.e., not placing riprap along 250 feet of Watts Bar 
to stabilize the streamline erosion issues).  Taking no action would not address these 
resource condition issues nor would it help TVA achieve its goals and objectives for 
managing the public shoreline.  Taking no action is included in this analysis to provide a 
baseline for comparison of project impacts and benefits.  TVA also considered other 
stabilization methods such as vegetation and bioengineering, but dismissed them from 
further consideration because the success of those methods in addressing critical erosion 
of such high banks is limited. 
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Environmental Impacts 
TVA has reviewed the proposed project and documented potential environmental impacts 
related to the project in the attached categorical exclusion checklist (Checklist, Attachment 
4).  The Checklist identifies the resources present in the project area and documents TVA’s 
determination that the proposal would not significantly affect these resources. 

As documented in the Checklist, the proposal would have no effect to endangered, 
threatened, or special status plant, aquatic, or wildlife species.  TVA conducted a review of 
its Natural Heritage Database and found that no federally listed species have been 
documented within three miles of the project footprint. The proposed bank stabilization will 
not require the removal of trees; therefore, there will be no adverse impacts to Myotis 
species.  A number of activities associated with the proposed project were addressed in 
TVA’s programmatic consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on routine actions 
and federally listed bats in accordance with ESA Section 7(a)(2) completed in April 2018.  
In the programmatic agreement, TVA committed to implementing specific conservation 
measures for those activities with potential to affect bats.  The conservation measures 
identified in Attachment 5 would be implemented as part of the proposed project.  There are 
two federal listed and three state listed aquatic species found within 10 miles of the 
proposed actions; however, habitat at the proposed site is not suitable for the species 
known to occur in the vicinity. There is one federally listed and seven state listed plant 
species found within 5 miles of the proposed action. Due to the nature of the action and 
location, the proposed action will have no effect on any protected plant species. 
Furthermore, there are no listed terrestrial animals found within three miles of the area of 
potential effects (APE). 

A review of the National Register of Historic Places and the Tennessee Historical 
Commission Viewer indicated that no historic properties exist within the APE or its 
viewshed. A review of TVA’s land acquisition maps and USGS historical topographic maps 
indicates there are no otherwise known historic structures with the APE. In 2000, TVA 
performed an archaeological survey of the project area (Ahlman et al 2000), and no cultural 
deposits or artifacts were identified. The APE below the shoreline area has been heavily 
eroded, while the areas above the shoreline consist of a gentle to moderate hillside slope.  
Given the survey results, terrain characteristics and absence of the properties listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places and the Tennessee Historical Commission Viewer, TVA 
finds there is a reliable basis for concluding the project area and its viewshed contain no 
historic properties.  The proposed action would have no effect to historic properties. 

A review of the National Wetland Inventory database indicates that there are no wetlands at 
the location, and there are no expected impacts to water flow or the river channel. The 
parcel is not located within or adjacent to a wildlife management, park, scenic, or heritage 
area. Because there are few riprap installations in this area of the reservoir, the riprap may 
noticeably contrast with the natural appearance of shorelines within view of this section of 
the reservoir.  Such visual impacts would be minor and would lessen over time as the riprap 
weathers. 

In accordance with TVA’s previous review of certain repetitive actions in the 100-year 
floodplain TVA determined there were no practicable alternative that would avoid siting in 
the floodplain; the bank stabilization project is expected to have insignificant potential 
effects.  Navigation of the river system would not be impacted by the project.  During 
construction, some soil erosion may occur or dredged or fill materials may be discharged 
and minor and temporary impacts may occur to riparian vegetation along the shoreline as 
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the riprap is placed.  However, TVA would implement standard measures and apply best 
management practices in implementing the project in order to minimize or mitigate these 
potential impacts.  While some erosion may occur during construction, the primary 
beneficial effect of the project will be the long-term reduction in erosion of the shoreline and 
in sloughing of banks.   
 
If TVA does not take action, the shoreline would continue eroding and the undercutting and 
sloughing of banks would likely worsen.  Erosion of the shoreline would continue to 
increase water turbidity.  Banks that are currently vertical or near vertical may be 
heightened by continued erosion.  As portions of the bank slough into the reservoir, some 
vegetation would also become unstable and fall onto the shoreline.  The portions of the 
shoreline that are more gently sloped may become vertical over time, with greater 
undercutting of the bank.  Continued erosion and degrading conditions of the shoreline, 
such as an increase of vertical banks is expected to make access to the are more difficult 
for recreationists, as it is likely the shoreline currently used as access points will become 
destabilized over time. 

The proposal is limited in scope and designed to improve degraded conditions along 
shoreline in this area of Watts Bar Reservoir.  The potential adverse impacts of the project, 
when added to adverse impacts from other activities within the immediate area, would be 
insignificant.  TVA regularly considers shoreline stabilization projects in Watts Bar reservoir.  
TVA also regularly considers proposals by property owners on the reservoir for minor 
structures or docks which may include the installation of riprap to stabilize the shoreline 
along the property.  Cumulatively, these stabilization projects would change the character of 
small portions of the reservoir’s shoreline but would have beneficial overall impacts – 
though very diffuse in reach – because of decreased erosion and water turbidity and 
improved recreational access.  The cumulative impacts associated with these stabilization 
projects have also been described in the environmental review of the NRP and RLMP. 

Agencies and Persons Consulted 
Authorization to begin work is dependent on TVA obtaining the necessary permits.  
Because this project involves alteration of waters of the U.S., TVA requires a permit from 
TDEC under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act before implementing the proposal.  TVA 
would obtain USACE’s NWP-13 for bank stabilization activities.  TVA will secure a permit 
from TDEC and will notify USACE at least two weeks prior to start of work so that USACE 
can issue a Notice to Navigation Interests. 

TVA Preparers 
Freddie Bennett – Land Use and Watershed Specialist 
Aaron Bradner – Biologist  
Michael Angst – Archaeologist  
Sara J. McLaughlin-Johnson – Zoologist  
Nicole Berger – Navigation Review 
Elizabeth Smith – NEPA Specialist 

References 
Ahlman, T., S. Frankenberg, N. Herrmann. 2000. Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey 

of Tennessee Valley Authority Lands on the Watts Bar Reservoir. Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee, Department of Anthropology. 
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Attachments 
Attachment 1 – Project Location Maps 

Attachment 2 – Proposed Project Plans 

Attachment 3 – Site Photographs 

Attachment 4 – Categorical Exclusion Checklist 39913 

Attachment 5 – TVA Bat Strategy Form 

Conclusion and Finding 
Based on the findings above and the analyses in the attached checklist, we conclude that 
the proposed action to apply riprap stabilization to 250 linear feet of shoreline on Watts Bar 
Reservoir, Tennessee River Mile 548.2 in Roane County, Tennessee location would not be 
considered a major federal action significantly affecting the environment.  Accordingly, an 
environmental impact statement is not required. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

     04/03/2019 
 

Lana Bean, Manager      Date Signed 
NEPA Program and Valley Projects 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
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